The CONNecticut Joint University Research (CONNJUR) 
Introduction
The current process of protein structure determination using NMR is lengthy and complex, relying on a variety of different software tools to process data in various forms with a large degree of user guidance. Figure 1 illustrates the four general phases of the NMR experiment process:1. Spectrometer Acquisition: A protein sample in solution is probed using an NMR spectrometer over a period of hours or days, producing several binary files, each up to 100MB in size. 2. Spectral Reconstruction: This raw output is cleaned and processed to convert the output from time domain data to frequency domain data represented as frequency spectra. 3. Spectral Analysis: A series of multidimensional spectra representing the atoms and their relationship to each other are analyzed to associate which resonance frequencies correspond to which nuclei. 4. Biophysical Characterization: Lastly, the physical structure of the protein is calculated using distance and angular restraints inferred from the spectra. Each of the four phases above may involve the iterative use of one or more software tools to refine the data and individual processing steps may be repeated if the results of a previous step are found to be insufficient. A single protein structure determination experiment may take weeks or months to complete and can generate up to several gigabytes of data in a variety of formats. Much, if not all, of this data is stored in flat files, in a variety of different formats, making the data difficult to manage. In the absence of a database, there is no simple way to query this experiment data. In addition, the flat format of the data differs for the various tools used throughout the experiment process.
Many researchers have voiced a desire to automate NMR structure determination. In fact, some NMR researchers have made attempts to write their own software to support this automation [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, unlike many diagnostic machines (i.e. an ultrasound device) which have a single purpose, an NMR spectrometer is used for a wide range of tasks. In addition, individual user preferences vary significantly with respect to accomplishment of tasks. This results in the need for a variety of different data processing applications to support the range of purposes. Since the number of users of NMR spectrometers for the purpose of protein structure determination is low (in the thousands world-wide), there is little incentive for commercial companies to develop such data processing tools.
The need for modularity and flexibility in NMR analysis has resulted in the use of "scripts" as a common interface to NMR tools.
One first step towards automating the NMR data analysis process is the use of a script generator (http://sbtools.uchc.edu). A typical script generator is a web-based interface to one or more NMR data processing tools. The application allows the NMR researcher to enter various characteristics of their experiment and generates an executable script that includes an appropriate set of parameters for use with one or more of the data analysis tools. While a step in the right direction, the script generator is only a partial solution to the problem of automating the NMR experiment process as it only eases the use of a small number of tools. Furthermore, the script generator approach cannot address the problems of data organization, lacks elements of workflow capture, nor can it support the querying of experiment data or easily support the iterative, cyclic nature of the NMR experiment process. To address the data and workflow issues in an NMR experiment, we have developed the CONNJUR (CONNecticut Joint University Research) application. The CONNJUR application is an integrated environment for biomolecular NMR data analysis.
The CONNJUR Project
The core CONNJUR team is made up of five individuals from three different institutions with a mix of backgrounds in computing, biochemistry and biology. The central idea for CONNJUR was first envisioned in 2001 by Dr. Michael Gryk, an Assistant Professor of Molecular, Microbial and Structural Biology at the University of Connecticut Health Center who has research interests in the area of protein structure determination. Dr. Gryk attended a database seminar held by Dr. Timothy Martyn at Rensselaer at Hartford and quickly grasped the benefits afforded by providing the NMR experimental process with database support and CONNJUR was born.
The team has an informal structure with each person responsible for their area of expertise. Dr. Gryk provides the domain understanding and is both an end user and developer. Dr. Gryk is adept in programming, having an understanding of several programming languages and databases, and was proficient in writing UNIX shell scripts to support his NMR experiments prior to the advent of the CONNJUR application. Dr. Martyn has extensive background in data modeling and database applications and provides data modeling support for the CONNJUR application and for the larger domain of NMR [5, 6] . Dr. Heidi Ellis, currently from Western New England College, is responsible for the software engineering aspects of the project. Another key member (now a former member), Dr. Susan Fox-Erlich, has a B.S. in Biology, M.S. in Computer Science, and a Ph.D. in Physiology. Dr. Fox-Erlich's unique background has resulted in important insights into the development of the CONNJUR application. The lead CONNJUR developer, Mr. Jay Vyas, has a M.S. in Computer Science and worked on the CONNJUR application during his computer science studies. Mr. Vyas is now working on a doctorate in biomedical sciences and has taken classes in biochemistry and NMR in order to broaden his understanding of the domain, while also working on other aspects of protein bioinformatics. In addition, the core team has had support from Dr. Mark Maciejewski, NMR facility manager at the University of Connecticut Health Center, and various graduate and undergraduate students.
The CONNJUR team faced several challenges when designing and developing software components necessary for the project. One typical problem faced when developing a scientific tool is the lack of common understanding between developers and domain experts. We have experienced this problem to some degree as the computing team members are not very familiar with the NMR domain while the NMR experts are only modestly familiar with software development. Since the group's inception in 2001, Dr. Gryk has actively pursued an understanding of software and database design, including database normalization, which has allowed us to accurately and efficiently model the underlying data to support NMR experiments. Dr. Gryk has also gained understanding of computer science theory including regular expressions, finite state automata, object-oriented design, and process modeling. Dr. Gryk has demonstrated a facility for recognizing the way "relational" data management is implemented in an ad-hoc manner in legacy NMR tools, which store information in flat text files. In addition, we are heavily aided by the fact that Dr. Fox-Erlich has both computing and biochemical background and by the domain knowledge of Mr. Vyas which is continually being expanded.
One consequence of the emergent common knowledge-base among the CONNJUR team was the fast rate of change that occurred in the development of the CONNJUR application, especially in the early phases. At the outset, we had only a vague understanding of the requirements of the CONNJUR application; that it needed to wrap existing NMR data analysis tools and provide data management support. As the team gained a greater understanding of the NMR domain as well as software engineering and computing approaches, the requirements of a tool to support NMR data processing evolved and changed. The rate of change was rapid and sometimes work that had been done the previous week was discarded as a new approach was accepted. Handling such a high rate of change requires patience and flexibility on the part of all team members.
While there has been a fortuitous overlap of expertise by many of the team members, another critical mechanism we have used to create a common understanding has been abstraction. When we have encountered a problem, we have frequently abstracted the domain-specific issue to a higher level of abstraction. We then found a simpler analogous example that contains a similar issue and resolved the issue by applying the rules and heuristics that apply to the simpler approach to the domain-specific instance. For instance, in the process of modeling the complexity of atoms and bonds and their relationships, the problem was abstracted to use an example domain of cars and their components. The understanding gained from investigating this analogous domain allowed us to more clearly understand the correct modeling of the NMR domain. Minor inconsistencies may arise when resolving the problem at the domain level and only in rare instances may the problem may to be abstracted once again to correct for a fundamental misunderstanding of the system. These rarer occasions are often the most insightful! Another challenge that we faced was the precision with which real world phenomena must be modeled. The first step in automating NMR data processing was modeling the data that supports protein structure determination using NMR. During the modeling process we realized that data modeling for the natural world provides fixed constraints and there is less flexibility in modeling as can occur for business data. The natural phenomena must be modeled completely and accurately in order to fully support automation of the NMR experiment process. It took a series of iterations over several months for Dr. Gryk and Dr. Martyn and other group members to construct a robust model of protein conformation.
The nature of the existing NMR data analysis tools provided yet another difficulty in automating the NMR experiment process. The current NMR data analysis tools were not typically developed to be scalable or maintainable and were not designed to be used in any integrated fashion. In addition, none of the data analysis tools support the storage and management of data. The characteristics of the existing tools provide NMR spectroscopists incentive to create their own helper tools and an abundance of scripts and script generators have been developed by NMR researchers. The CONNJUR application is intended to provide a unified environment for interacting with a variety of existing tools while providing data management capabilities, all in a flexible and scalable manner.
The development of the CONNJUR application has used a very agile approach with frequent team meetings to review progress and to plan. The core CONNJUR team began meeting regularly in the spring of 2003 and efforts were focused on creating a core data model of atoms and bonds from an NMR perspective. This work was completed in the spring of 2004 [5] . The utilities associated with various versions were able to be combined into several powerful tools enabling visualization and analysis of proteins in broader contexts [12] . The summer and fall of 2004 were spent learning the NMR processing tools and identifying requirements. During the fall of 2004, a graduate student researched and evaluated the possible architectures for the CONNJUR application. Below we describe the evolution of the CONNJUR application as we learned more about the requirements for automating the NMR experiment process to arrive at CONNJUR's current workflow-driven design.
Tool-Oriented CONNJUR
After gaining an initial comprehension of the requirements for the CONNJUR application, we decided to take a tool-oriented approach. This decision was made based on the determination that it would be easier for NMR spectroscopists to have a direct view of the underlying tools that were being wrapped by the prototype. Development began in January 2005 with the goal of a prototype that could import raw data files from the NMR spectrometer and provide an interface for one data processing tool, NMRPipe [7] , a tool which supports the spectral reconstruction phase of the NMR experimentation process.
The basic interface to the first prototype, shown in Figure 2 , included a series of panels which allowed for individual configuration of an NMRPipe function, execution of several functions at once, and the importation of new data as input to the system. Figure 2 shows the selection of the Hilbert Transform function of the NMRPipe tool.
As the tool-oriented version of the CONNJUR application was being tested, it quickly became apparent that the application did not provide robust support for spectral analysis of data using NMRPipe. In particular, the user interface and data model supported only a highly oversimplified NMRPipe configuration process. NMRPipe has over 50 command-line functions each of which exhibits a variety of options, some of which may be individually parameterized. Some options depend on other options being activated, as shown in Figure 3 . The prototype offered no support for such logic. The need to "merge" different processing schemes into one script for complicated spectral processing tasks was not addressed in this version, because it was not yet apparent. In addition, there were usability issues, such as the fact that the generated scripts were not "data-aware" -that is, they were not able to intelligently "reconfigure" parameterization according to the input data set. 
Data-Oriented CONNJUR
Development of the second version of the CONNJUR application started in September 2005 and was a modification of the tool-oriented version. The dataoriented version addressed the major drawback of the tool-oriented version by providing a more specific NMRPipe function configuration interface with accompanying changes in the database to support the relationships between specific functions and data in data sets. In this version, the experiment parameters for an individual NMRPipe function were automatically updated as functions were executed. The ability to automatically conform to such changes allowed for the creation of templates, i.e. generic combinations of processing functions which provide frequently reused functionality. The data-oriented version correctly modeled all of the functions and their parameters in the database using regular expressions. Having in-depth knowledge of NMRPipe and an understanding of regular expressions allowed Dr. Gryk to write all of the regular expressions which were used to provide guidance to the user in configuring the NMRPipe options. Figure 3 shows the configuring of the Hilbert Transform function and the underlying regular expression that supports the configuration. The data-oriented version of the CONNJUR application provided the user with a more abstract view of the NMR experiment process. Instead of presenting the user with a full range of configuration options, this version allowed the user to configure their functions according to hierarchical pathways. Multiple templates could be combined for complex processing flows. Finally, the functions in this version were able to modify their parameterization depending on the input data set, which eased the user's burden of configuration. However, we recognized that as our understanding of the problem space became more clear, our user interface was growing in complexity. In the data-oriented version, individual NMRPipe functions were difficult to configure for anyone other than a domain expert, and then full blown complexity of the workflow was still not modelled. Just as the function options were dependent on one another, we learned that, ideally, the functions themselves might require higher logical ordering and branching.
Work-Flow-Oriented CONNJUR
The increase in complexity of the user interface in the data-oriented prototype of the CONNJUR application caused us to realize that we needed a greater understanding of the actual NMR experiment process. As a result, we spent the spring of 2006 using process modeling techniques to determine the workflow for a typical NMR experiment to determine a protein structure [8] . During the process of modeling the workflow, all group members including the domain expert gained a better understanding of the experiment process. In addition, we came to recognize how the codification of the experiment process could be used to make the process more rigorous as well as to instruct new NMR researchers about the process.
The workflow-oriented version of CONNJUR [9] solved the problem of user interface complexity by implementing an approach based on actors where individual functions were wrapped by actors. Each actor represents a domain-centric, object oriented implementation of a single function provided by a tool, which had unique execution and configuration properties.
The advantage to this approach is that "smart" actors can be built which have the capacity to guide the user through complex configuration tasks, automatically refactor themselves according to the data on which they are operating, and potentially even analyze or validate input data before running. In addition, the simple API for such actors would suggest that domain experts could easily write such actors and indeed, many actors were written by Dr. Gryk. The integration of actors and a workflow-oriented approach allowed users to be able to visualize their entire work process. The workflow oriented approach allowed for new functionality and coarsegrained, as well as fine-grained user configuration so that both novice and expert NMR researchers can accomplish their processing needs using a single, highly intuitive interface.
In addition to the use of actors, the workflow-oriented CONNJUR prototype also incorporated the Rowland NMR Toolkit [10, 11] , an alternative data processing tool similar to NMRPipe. The wrapping of two different tools supplied proof of concept of the interoperability provided by the CONNJUR application's layered, data driven architecture. It also allowed users to create heterogeneous workflows through a single user interface, introducing a new paradigm to the NMR data processing world. Figure 4 shows branching workflows that contain actors for both the NMRPipe and Rowland NMR Toolkit tools. The workflow-oriented CONNJUR prototype supports a highly interactive interface where users can specify individual NMRPipe and Roland Toolkit functions as single atomic actions in a branched process flow.
While the workflow-oriented CONNJUR prototype allowed the user much greater flexibility in creating NMR experiments, the combined effect of the actions carried out by the actors was not optimized. Execution of each actor individually resulted in a read and a write to disk of 1 MB or more for each actor, an unacceptable performance hit. In addition, the execution of each actor also required several mouse clicks by a user making the user interface unwieldy.
Composite-Actor CONNJUR
The current version of the CONNJUR application, the composite-actor version, solves the performance problem and simplifies modeling of workflows by allowing multiple actors to be combined into one larger, composite actor. A composite actor is an actor that is constructed of individual existing actors formed into a workflow. The workflow-based approach used in the workflow-oriented version of the CONNJUR application is maintained, and in addition a hierarchy of actors is supported. Figure 5 shows the construction of a composite actor which integrates two individual actors. The composite actor, NMRPipeCompositeActor, contains a zero fill actor followed by a Fourier transform actor (shown at the bottom of the figure) .
The work-flow based approach used in the current version of the CONNJUR application has several benefits. First, the composite actor abstracts the underlying details of a lengthy and complex process from the workflow engine allowing users to design workflows in a platform independent, modular, and interactive fashion. Second, the combined actions of a composite actor can be optimized. For instance, one composite actor that we designed, the NMRPipe composite actor, strings together several NMRPipe atomic actors and the implementation of the CONNJUR application uses Unix pipes to optimize the data flow. A third benefit to our approach is that it is scalable. Atomic actor components are allowed to define parametric data about how a data set should be processed, while higher level composite actors are used to assemble atomic actors into optimized workflows which process data. As a result, this version is optimized for large workflows and supports higher resolution data such that the CONNJUR application will not take significantly longer to process data than the tools which it wraps.
From Prototype to Release
The summer of 2009 encompassed significant improvements as we revised our development pipeline, incorporating a greater degree of software engineering rigor. Build engineering, rigorous testing, and requirements analysis became core areas of focus. By differentiating research and engineering duties, we were able to confidently release our first software package (http://connjur.uchc.edu) to the general public. Unlike our previous, prototypical efforts, this application was designed primarily for public consumption and release, featuring robust testing protocols, code versioning, and automated build-release cycles. This release culminates an era of maturity in our engineering process which, in retrospect, will be essential for bringing our past prototypes to life.
Future Plans
Our aforementioned first release, like previous prototypes, is a utility which applies to the "Spectral Reconstruction" stage of the NMR workflow. In our current research efforts, in contrast, are continually spearheading a new wave of application prototypes which integrate data and applications in the later stages of this NMR structure calculation pipeline, such as "Analysis" and "Molecular Characterization" phases.
Consequently, our ability to differentiate "research" from "product" has been essential to our maturation as a team. We have adopted a two-pronged approach to software development : First, agile research development efforts produce prototypical software solutions, meanwhile, our engineering core follows behind, learning from research insights to produce robust, tested, software releases for public consumption.
This development culture should enable higher productivity, with new releases in the next few years, which we expect to be our most productive. We look forward to continue bridging research, engineering, and insight to ultimately enable a fully integrated, open-source environment for biomolecular NMR spectroscopy.
